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	Mobile Security: How to Secure, Privatize, and Recover Your Devices, 9781849693608 (1849693609), Packt Publishing, 2013

	Mobile phones and tablets enhance our lives, but they also make you and your family vulnerable to cyber-attacks or theft. This clever guide will help you secure your devices and know what to do if the worst happens.


	Overview

	
		Learn how mobile devices are monitored and the impact of cloud computing
	
		Understand the attacks hackers use and how to prevent them
	
		Keep yourself and your loved ones safe online



	In Detail


	The threat of hacking may be the most damaging on the internet. Mobile technology is changing the way we live, work, and play, but it can leave your personal information dangerously exposed. Your online safety is at risk and the threat of information being stolen from your device is at an all- time high. Your identity is yours, yet it can be compromised if you don’t manage your phone or mobile device correctly.


	Gain the power to manage all your mobile devices safely. With the help of this guide you can ensure that your data and that of your family is safe. The threat to your mobile security is growing on a daily basis and this guide may just be the help you need.


	Mobile Security: How to secure, privatize and recover your devices will teach you how to recognize, protect against, and recover from hacking attempts and outline the clear and present threats to your online identity posed by the use of a mobile device.


	In this guide you will discover just how vulnerable unsecured devices can be, and explore effective methods of mobile device management and identity protection to ensure your data's security. There will be special sections detailing extra precautions to ensure the safety of family members and how to secure your device for use at work.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Discover how mobile devices are monitored
	
		Identify threats to you, and your family's privacy
	
		Ensure the safety of your device and identity
	
		Recover from being hacked
	
		Deal with a compromised or lost device
	
		Learn in detail about device support and insurance in detail



	Approach


	Learn how to keep yourself safe online with easy- to- follow examples and real- life scenarios. Written by developers at IBM, this guide should be the only resource you need to keep your personal information private.


	Who this book is written for


	Mobile security is one of the most talked about areas in I.T. today with data being stolen from smartphones and tablets around the world. Make sure you, and your family, are protected when they go online.
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All About Market Indicators (All About Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Why did professional trader and Market Wizard Linda Raschke move completely out of the stock market three days before a major crash? And what motivated Fred Hickey, a Barron’s Roundtable participant and editor of a monthly investment newsletter, to send out an alert to his subscribers three months before an October crash? And why did...


		

The Disciplinary Frame: Photographic Truths and the Capture of MeaningUniversity of Minnessota, 2009
Photography can seem to capture reality and the eye like no other medium, commanding belief and wielding the power of proof. In some cases, a photograph itself is attributed the force of the real. How can a piece of chemically discolored paper have such potency? How does the meaning of a photograph become fixed? In The Disciplinary Frame,...

		

Spatially Structured Evolutionary Algorithms: Artificial Evolution in Space and Time (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2005
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) is now a mature problem-solving family of heuristics that has found its way into many important real-life problems and into leading-edge scientific research. Spatially structured EAs have different properties than standard, mixing EAs. By virtue of the structured disposition of the population members they bring about...




	

Sams Teach Yourself Windows Server 2008 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to install and configure Microsoft Windows Server 2008 and its various services for any size network. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of Windows Server® 2008 from the ground up. 

...

		

Market Liberalism and Economic Patriotism in the Capitalist World-System (International Political Economy Series)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This volume broadens the scope of 'comparative capitalism' within the Varieties of Capitalism (VoC) tradition. It endorses the employment of multiple perspectives, including critical political economy, institutionalist systems of capitalism, structuralist-dependency scholarship and world-systems theory. The contributors deal with the...

		

Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

    

Take an online Safari, see who you're iChatting with, or pack a Mac laptop
    

    Simply Mac-nificent — all the cool things your new Mac can do! This handy guide helps you make the most of every model. Find out how to use all the cool software that's included, start a GarageBand,...
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